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Important Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Hamilton Fintech Ltd (“Hamilton Fintech”) solely for informational purposes, with the
specific understanding that this document will strictly not be shared or the information contained therein discussed with any
person, except with Hamilton Fintech’s express consent.
This document does not constitute a recommendation or advice and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of
an offer to buy Shares or Tokens in any country, state or other jurisdiction where the offer or sale thereof would be
prohibited, for whatever reason, or to any firm or individual who is not a Professional Investor.
Hamilton Fintech and all its subsidiaries make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this
document and neither Hamilton Fintech Ltd, all its subsidiaries, their officers, their directors nor their employees shall have
any liability for any representations (expressed or implied) or omission regarding information contained therein.
This document may include certain statements and estimates provided by Hamilton Fintech with respect to the projected
future performance of Hamilton Fintech. Such statements, estimates and projections reflect various assumptions concerning
possible anticipated results, which assumptions may or may not be correct. No representations are made as to the accuracy
of such statements, estimates or projections.
This document may contain statements that are not historical facts, referred to as “forward looking statements.” Hamilton
Fintech Ltd and all its subsidiaries actual future results may differ materially from those suggested by such statements,
depending on various factors.

What is HAMILTON
FINTECH Ltd

Hamilton Fintech Ltd is a UK based company compliant with the MLRs in relation to cryptoasset
activities. It distributes the Jefferson security token. The token model portfolio is based on financial
research provided by Evariste Quant Research based on proprietary artificial intelligence algos. Digital
Investment Fund trades the model portfolio.

THE UNDERLYING
PORTFOLIO

Why invest in
JEFFERSON TOKEN™

Underlying portfolio performance potential
Jefferson portfolio targets a stable risk, return and maximum drawdown of around 20% over the medium
term. It invests in mega liquid ETFs listed on the US stock exchanges on a global basis.
The benefits of Jefferson Coin™ security tokens:
Jefferson bond tokens are a new kind of money, combining blockchain technology of SECDEX, highly
liquidity of underlying ETFs, strong risk management, high expected return potential and automated risk
deactivation:
✓ High probability to benefit from a 10% target rate of return;
✓ 10% guaranteed yearly coupon;
✓ Dynamic asset allocation to stabilise risk, return and maximum drawdown in all market scenarios (All
Weather Strategy);
✓ Automatic lock up of gains in positive market scenarios with an early redemption on each yearly
coupon date if the 10% return target is achieved;
✓ 60% minimum targeted redemption price adjusted by the number of coupons paid;
✓ Weekly liquidity on SECDEX Exchange;
The Hamilton Fintech solution
Hamilton Fintech offers an innovative token investment that allows investors to get a 10% target return in
USD.

STRUCTURE
INFORMATION

Fixed fees

2% per annum no
performance fee

Placement fee

Maximum 5% upfront

Issuer

Jefferson 1 Cell 4
Digital Investment Fund PCC

Maturity

3 year callable yearly if
internal rate of return above
10% yearly on a Friday close

Legal Custodian

Digital Associates Limited

Digital Custodian

SECDEX Digital Custodian
Limited

Contact details
Hamilton Fintech Ltd UK
contact@hamilton.network
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